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EVERAL
YEARSAGO AT HARVARD,
A FRIENDINVITEDME TO
dinnerand asked if I would pick up two of his otherguests, Nadine
GordimerandCarlosFuentes.Thrilled,I readilyagreedto do so. On
the appointedevening, all dressedup and tingling with pleasantanticipation, I went first to get Nadine Gordimer,who immediately deflatedme
somewhatby getting into the backseat of my car. My feeble attemptsat
small talk went nowhere.When I picked up CarlosFuentesa few minutes
later,he turnedout to know Gordimer-there was a flurryof kissing on
both cheeks-and so naturallyhe too got into the backseat.As I headed
off towardNewton, half amused and half annoyed, the conversationbetween my two distinguishedpassengersencapsulatedthe globalizationof
literature.A crescendoof names of internationallyfamous writerswhom
one or the other had recently seen or about whom each was eagerly inquiringbegan with South Africans and Mexicans but quickly expanded
to other countriesand othercontinents.I had the fantasticsense that the
whole literaryestablishmentpossessed the social intimacy of the guests
at a weekend house party described in Harold Nicholson's diaries and
that a high percentage of the world's major writers must, like the
bombersof the old StrategicAir Command,be kept tankedup and in the
air at all times.
I thoughtI began to detect,in the wordsemanatingfromthe backseat
of my car,a certainelementof competitionas well as affection,the serves
and volleys of celebratednames culminatingin a friendly disagreement
over the cultural sophistication of none other than the president of the
United States. "I was in Washingtonrecentlyfor a partyin honorof Nelson,"Gordimersaid, "andI was very disappointed by Bill Clinton. He
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seemed awfully shallow anduncultured.""That's
strange,"replied Fuentes, "I had lunch on the
Vineyardwith Bill and Hillaryjust a few weeks
ago, and I found him remarkablycultivated.He
told me how much The Sound and the Fury had
meant to him, and he seemed to recall the novel
in amazing detail." "Well,"Gordimer replied,
"he probably read it when he was a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford."At this point, I venturedto
speak up from my place behind the steering
wheel: "I doubt that Faulkner was part of the
Oxford curriculum,"I said. "Clinton probably
read it in Arkansas or perhaps at Georgetown."
Fromthe backseattherewas a terriblesilence, of
the kind with which patronsat a fancy restaurant
greet an impudentwaiterwho tries to breakinto
theirconversation.
In the comical awkwardnessof the remainder of the ride, I mused on why I had felt the
urge to intervene.In part,of course,I was simply
trying,at a stroke,to win what is called, in a different context, a social promotion;in part,I was
attemptingto make a small correctionto cultural
history.But since I did not know where Clinton
had first encountered The Sound and the Fury
and, to say the truth, I did not greatly care, my
suggestion (though it still seems like a perfectly
plausible one to me) was probably motivated
less by a passion for scholarly accuracythanby
an obscuresense thatFaulknerwas ours, not England's. In other words, I was giving expression
to the gravitationaltug of the old nationalmodel
of literaryhistory,a model thathas, despite significant weakening in recent decades, retained
considerablepower.All it took was a dropin my
class statusto make me startwaving the flag.
Nationalismis a potent force, even on those
who claim some distance from it, but it may not
be the principal issue here. Not generally celebrated for their political acuity, literary critics
have in fact been extraordinarilysensitive to the
decline of the great-power nationalisms of the
mid-twentieth century, and they have been
equally sensitive to the decline, at first slow and
then precipitous, of the Marxist ideology that

offered an alluringglobal alternativeto the culturalbelligerence of nation-states. Critics have
instead forcefully insisted on what anthropologists call local knowledge. In this particularcultural story, it is Oxford, Mississippi, and not
Oxford,England,thatwould count, highlighting
the regional and ethnic affinity between Faulkner and a white southernerlike Clinton.
More generally,the interestin local knowledge has usefully called attention to shared
speech patterns,communal stories, and collective obsessions, often transmittedacross generational and geographic boundaries.Moreover,it
has had considerable success in recovering the
creative achievementsof groupsthat the professional study of literature had marginalized or
ignored or simply absorbed into a larger, speciously undifferentiatedunity:PhilippineAmericans, for example, or Chicanos or Ashkenazi
Jews. But there are risks and paradoxes in the
critical search for local knowledge, and it is to
these thatI turn.

[II

I

I want to recall a memorablescene of readingin
Jane Austen's Mansfield Park. The reading is
not privateand silent but instead a performance
in public, or at least in the semipublic familial
sphere defined by the drawing room of an English countryhouse. The shy, sensitive, morally
upright heroine Fanny Price has been reading
aloud to Lady Bertram,but she has put the book
down on hearingapproachingfootsteps.Edmund
Bertramenters in the company of Henry Crawford, the rakish gentleman whose proposal of
marriageFannyrecentlyrefused.Fannydislikes
Henry, whose corruptmorals were revealed, in
her view, by his highly improper instigation,
while the masterof Mansfield Parkwas absent,
of amateurtheatricals. But though he has been
rejected, Henry has not given up his suit, and in
the scene in question he pursues it by taking up
the book andcontinuingwhereFannybrokeoff.
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The book is an edition of Shakespeare.
"She was in the middle of a very fine speech of
that man's-What's his name, Fanny?"asks the
characteristically lazy-minded Lady Bertram.
We might perhaps anticipate from this remark
that Fanny has been reading a love scene, from
As YouLikeIt or Romeo and Juliet, for example,
so that the words Henryrecites will continuehis
courtship,or alternativelyfrom Two Gentlemen
of Veronaor Cymbeline, so that he will be further exposed as a vain seducer.But when Crawford opens the book and "by carefully giving
way to the inclination of the leaves" finds the
passage in question, he sees that the virtuous
Fanny has been reading a speech of Cardinal
Wolsey's from Henry VIII.
This late historicalromanceis not for us the
most familiar or celebrated of Shakespeare's
plays, to put it mildly,but it had,in JaneAusten's
time, a reputationas a vehicle for great actors.
Henry Crawford rises to the occasion, and his
readingis brilliant:"TheKing, the Queen,Buckingham, Wolsey, Cromwell, all were given in
turn; for with the happiest knack, the happiest
power of jumping and guessing, he could always light, at will, on the best scene, or the best
speeches of each; and whetherit were dignity or
pride, or tenderness or remorse, or whatever
were to be expressed, he could do it with equal
beauty."Its effect on Fanny is, at a suitably reduced scale, a bit like the famous effect of the
gladiatorialgames on Augustine's friend Alyppius, who began with his eyes shut and his fingers in his ears and graduallybecame fascinated
to the point of compulsion: Fanny's studied indifference, her distaste for histrionics, her stern
resolve not to pay attention break down, as the
performanceforces itself into her mind and sensibility: "Not a look, or an offer of help had
Fanny given; not a syllable for or against. All
her attentionwas for her work. She seemed determined to be interested by nothing else. But
taste was too strong in her. She could not abstract her mind five minutes; she was forced to
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listen; his reading was capital, and her pleasure
in good readingextreme."
After Crawford finishes, Edmund thanks
him, expressing what he hopes are Fanny's "secret feelings" too: "'Thatplay must be a favourite with you,' said he; 'You read as if you knew
it well.'" Crawfordreplies that he has not had a
volume of Shakespearein his hand since he was
fifteen and that he cannot remember if he ever
saw Henry VIIIperformed."But Shakespeare,"
he continues, "one gets acquaintedwith without
knowing how. It is partof an Englishman'sconstitution.His thoughtsand beautiesare so spread
abroadthatone touchesthemeverywhere, one is
intimate with him by instinct." Edmund concurs, but only to reiterate his praise of Crawford's special gift:
No doubt,one is familiarwithShakespeare
in a
degree [...] from one's earliest years. His cele-

bratedpassagesarequotedby everybody;they
arein half the books we open, andwe all talk
use his similes,anddescribewith
Shakespeare,
his descriptions;
butthisis totallydistinctfrom
his
sense
as
giving
you gaveit. Toknowhimin
bits and scraps,is commonenough;to know
him prettythoroughlyis, perhaps,not uncommon;but to readhim well aloud,is no everydaytalent.
(336-38)
I will returnto the question of performing
Shakespeare,butI wantto stay for the momentin
the drawingroom, thatrichly emblematicsetting
not only for Jane Austen's particularsocial intrigues but also for an English cultural ethos,
shapedby the hegemonyof the landowningelite.
I wantto dwell on the "we"in "we all talkShakespeare"and, still more, on Crawford'sclaim that
knowingShakespeare"ispartof an Englishman's
constitution."Constitution here has a complex
sense: Shakespeare'sworksin effect standin for
the writtenconstitutionthatEngland,unlike the
United States and France, famously lacks; but
they arealso partof an Englishman'sinnerbeing.
Hence deep familiarity with Shakespeareis the
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key to communal,consensualidentification,to a
subject'sfull participationin the life of a nation.
I use the term subject here, ratherthan citizen, to markthe difference between the participation invoked by Jane Austen's drawingroom
celebration of Shakespeareand the set of rights
and obligations conferredby a founding political document. According to a widely disseminated eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuryview,
the English have no need of a formal, written
constitution;they have insteadthe worksof their
greatest playwright. That is, they can dispense
with an articulation of the norms, values, and
proceduresby which freedom and orderare established,maintained,andprotectednot only because their society acquiredits shape gradually
throughthe centuriesfollowing the MagnaCarta
but also because the English possess Shakespeareas a commonbond, a supremelypowerful
expressionof what is sharedacross all the potentially damagingdivisions of class, caste, and interest, a symbol of what is most precious to the
nation as a whole. If subjects in Englanddo not
have to be transformedby revolution into citizens, it is to a significant degree because of
Shakespeare's crucial role in what Maurice
Halbwachscalled the "collectivememory."
Shakespeare is part of an Englishman's
constitution in anothersense as well. "[O]ne is
intimate with him by instinct,"Henry says. The
transmission and implantation, as it were, of
Shakespearedo not result from a deliberateprogram; as Crawford's metaphor suggests, they
happen naturallyand imperceptibly,like a biological imperative.Of course, intimacy with his
works is a social, not a biological, phenomenon,
but in Jane Austen's profoundly social world,
this intimacy has the force of a racial characteristic. Edmund gives it a less instinctual origin
by noting the pervasiveness of Shakespeare's
words in endless quotations,books, similes, descriptionsencounteredfrom one's earliestyears.
This ceaseless recycling of bits and scrapsis not
the same, Edmund observes, as the ability to
read him well aloud-that is Henry's special
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gift-but the novel makes clear that this performative dimension, however admirable, has an
indefinabletaint of moral corruption,of the inauthenticity,the hypocrisy,that is virtuallysynonymous with the actor'scraft.
"To good reading," Austen writes, Fanny
"hadbeen long used; her uncle read well-her
cousinsall-Edmund very well; but in Mr.Crawford's reading there was a variety of excellence
beyond what she had ever met with. [...] It was
truly dramatic"(337). There is admirationhere,
but also a sense of uneasiness all the more eloquent for being unexpressed. "It was truly dramatic"is not an unequivocalcompliment;there
lingers lightly in it a moralized version of what
Diderot called "the paradox of acting." To be
"trulydramatic,"to be capableof what someone
in MansfieldParkcalls "good hardenedreal acting" (124), is to be at a far remove from the
true. Henry Crawford's histrionic "knack"for
perfectly miming the characters of others is
boundup with his own perfectlack of character.
Fanny chooses not the glamorousCrawfordbut
the stolid, solid, and sincereEdmund.
Mansfield Park is deeply concerned with
moral discriminations, with the importance of
detecting dangers in apparently attractive objects, with the necessity of painfullyrenouncing
pleasureto secure what is proper.Fanny'srejection of a spectacular,seductive, histrionic suitor
is in keeping with the puritanicalsobrietyof her
character,but it is all the more strikingthat she
has no moralreservationswhateveraboutShakespeare, whose intrinsic merit is acknowledged
alike by the prudent and the rakish, the restrainedand the wild. By 1814, the year Mansfield Park was published, Shakespeare was
firmlyestablishedas the embodimentof the English nationalgenius, and all subsequentliterary
histories that attempted to define the Englishness of English literaturewere built aroundhim
as theirunquestionedand unquestionablecore.
The project of literary history in the eighteenth and nineteenthcenturies and the particular place that Shakespeare occupied in it were
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bound up with nationalismnot only in England
but in France,for example, where a rejectionof
Shakespeareplayed a role in the defining of national taste, and in Germany,where an emulation of Shakespeare shaped several of the
greatestliterarycareers.The culturalmodel that
emergedfrom nationalliteraryhistories,with its
celebration of continuity,consensus, authenticity, and authority,deeply influenced the literaturedepartmentsthatwere establishedin modem
universitiesin Europeand the United States and
dominatedthe bulk of the researchand teaching
that were done within the framework of these
departmentsthroughthe 1960s. Indeed, the national model continuesto have a powerfulstructuralpresence everywhere.
But in the last decade or so, its hegemony
has been vigorously challenged in repeated attacks on the politicalassumptionsunderlyingtraditional literary histories and on the aesthetic
ideology those histories seem to support. That
ideology, it is argued,characteristicallysubstitutes taste for rights,subjectsfor citizens,nostalgia for progress, and essentialism for historical
contingency. Above all, as a range of interest
groups including feminists, ethnic and racial
minorities, and queer theoristshave argued,the
old literary histories routinely erased multiple
differences,enshriningthe triumphof the center
over the margins, substituting a false vision of
unity for a reality that was and is ever more
multiracial,multiethnic, and multicultural.English literature was always an unsteady amalgam of Scottish, Irish,Welsh,Cornish,and other
voices of the vanquished,along with the voices
of the dominant English regions, and the English language itself, so securely and apparently
imperturbablyat the center of the field, is revealed, underthe pressureof examination,to be a
mixed, impure,and constantlyshiftingmedium.
This impurityis not in itself a recentdiscovIn
ery. 1689, in the prefaceto the Gazophylacium
Anglicanum,the first etymological dictionaryin
English, the author acknowledges the strangeness of his language:"I did imagine,"he writes,
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I could not spend [my time] more commendably, or profitably, than in searching into the
Original of my Native Language: which is so
strangely corruptedthrough Time, that when I
look'd an hundred, or an hundred and fifty
Years only behind me, I could scarce imagine it
ever to have been the Language of my Ancestors, or even of the CountryI was born in, 'tis so
changed through Commerce, Correspondence,
Travellers,and such like Accidents; Much more
may you imagine it to be alter'd in a thousand,

or two thousandYears,by Conquests,Invasions, Transmigrations of Government, &c.
which have been very frequentover, and in this
Isle, above others:So thatthough this my native
Country might, at its first Settlement, have a
Language peculiar to it self; yet, as is said before [.. .] it is brought to what we now find it,
even a Composition of most, if not all the Languages of Europe; especially of the Belgick or
Low-Dutch, Saxon, Teutonic or High-Dutch,
Cambro-British or Welsh, French, Spanish,
Italian, and Latin; and now and then of the Old
and Modern Danish, and Ancient High-Dutch;
also of the Greek, Hebrew, Arabick, Chaldee,
(SkinnerA3v-A4r)
Syriack, and Turcick.
The etymologist is unhappy about this state of
affairs and wants to sort out the "old British"

roots. But if we abandonthis dreamof an original language, we get a glimpse of the remarkable mediumout of which English literaturehas
been made. And that medium is now in the

midst of still more dramaticand drasticchanges,
in partbecause of the radicallycomposite nature
of American culture and in part because of the
startling emergence of English as the world's
principalmediumof linguistic exchange.
In the culture wars of the 1980s, commentators on the right would routinely seize on an
apparentlyminorchange in the curriculumof an
English departmentsomewhere or other-one
semester's requirement of Shakespeare rather
than two, or the making optional of a course in
Milton-and would thunder that the change
signaled the imminentcollapse of Westerncivilization. Stung by these charges, the Modern
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Language Association conducted an elaborate
survey and found that in fact there had been remarkablyfew changes in the core curriculumfor
almost fifty years and that Shakespeare'splace
in particularhad been generallystrengthened.
What has happened,it seems, is thatthe national conceptionof literaryhistory,the conception by which English literature means the
literatureof Englandor at most of GreatBritain,
has begun to weaken significantly and that the
traditional canonical figures are now being
taught alongside a range of new figures-Salman Rushdie, for example, or Wole Soyinka,
Toni Morrison,or Derek Walcott.The real news,
in other words, is not that Shakespeareis being
overlookedbut ratherthat some of the most significant English novels, plays, and poems are
being written in Delhi and Lagos, Atlanta and
Antigua.The linguistic mediumis no longer the
King's English and, despite the power of the
American mass media, has never been and can
neverbe the president'sEnglish. English literary
history, like so many other great collective enterprisesin our century,has ceased to be principally about the fate of the nation; it is a global
phenomenon.
This transformation of the field is manifestly the consequence of both ideology critique
and global capitalism.We might conclude therefore that this mystic marriageof the left and the
right signals the end of what I have called the
national model of literary history. But in fact
this model is not at all disappearing; rather,it
has migrated from the center to what was once
the periphery, where it now flourishes. Consider, for example, The Cambridge History of
Latin American Literature (1996). In the general preface to this ambitiousset of volumes, the
editors, Roberto Gonzalez Echevarriaand Enrique Pupo-Walker,note an increase in colonial
studies, which they link to the fact that
modernLatinAmericanauthorshave discoveredin the worksof thecolonialBaroque,or in
the chroniclesof the discoveryandconquest,
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the startingpoint of the literarytraditionto
which they belong. [...]

This return to the

colonialpast,highlightingits pertinencein the
present,roundsoutthe LatinAmericanliterary
traditionandendowsit for the firsttimewitha
densityof fivecenturies.'
The editorsgenially acknowledgethatthis sense
of continuity is a fiction. "It does not matter,"
they write, "that, if examined closely, this is
nothingmore thanan enablingpretext,or a fable
aboutorigins. Literaturecreates its own historical fictions, its own history being one of them.
OurHistory,while being as concreteand factual
as possible, reflectsthe fullness and influenceof
thatfiction"(xv). For writerslike CarlosFuentes
or Gabriel Garcia Mairquez,this "fable about
origins" serves as a rich source of imaginative
power; for the professors who edit The Cambridge History of Latin American Literatureit
is, they candidly declare, linked to "the academic legitimationof Latin Americanliterature
as an academic discipline," to "international
symposia,"to "sessions within established,periodical meetings, such as the yearly conventions
of the Modem LanguageAssociation"(xiv).
We might imagine that the frankadmission
thatthis literaryhistoryis a fable changesthe status of the history's truthclaims, but fables have
a way of hardeninginstantly into alleged realities. Having conceded that the notion of the colonial past as origin is a fiction, the editors then
startlinglygo on virtuallyimmediatelyto invoke
thatpast as the crucialmarkdifferentiatingtheir
literaryspecializationfrom "ThirdWorld"literature:"if by ThirdWorldone refers to countries
that emerged from the debacle of nineteenthcentury colonialism, then Latin America, being the product of a much older and different
colonialism, had to have a very differentliterary
tradition. The literatures of the Third World
emerged, for the most part,in our own century,
whereas those of Latin America reach back really to, at least, the sixteenth"(xv-xvi).
Have the editors simply forgotten by page
xvi what they wrote on xv? Not exactly. What
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we are witnessing is the pragmatic, strategic
appropriationof the national model of literary
history-with its teleological, developmental
narrativeof progress-in orderto confer authority on an emergent group. This appropriation
permits the group's leading figures to make political and institutional, as well as cultural,
claims: in this case, signaled not only by the
overt references to internationalsymposia and
professional conventions but also by the immediate impulse to patrol the boundaries,here the
difference between Latin American literature
and "ThirdWorldliterature"(presumably,a reference principally to Africa). "ThirdWorld literature," the editors claim, has virtually no
roots, while LatinAmericanliteratureis the ripe
fruit of a long, complex process, "a density of
five centuries."It is the tendency of the national
model to reach furtherand furtherback for the
origins and uniqueness of the spirit of the folk.
Hence the fascination of the Middle Ages for
German Romantic nationalists and their counterpartsin England and France. And hence the
editors of the Cambridge History, not content
merely to reify the sixteenth-century origins
they at first conceded were fictive, push their
colonial past ever furtherinto what Shakespeare
called the dark backward and abysm of time:
"LatinAmerican colonial culture,"they write,
"in many ways medieval, is so distantfrom that
of North America, or countries of the Third
World, that gross distortions and misreadings
are bound to occur in comparing them" (xvi).
Out of such means is produced an ineffable
sense of belonging and uniqueness.
[III
In a keynote addressat the InternationalShakespeare Association meeting in Los Angeles in
1996, the South African actress Janet Suzman
eloquently described an extraordinaryproduction of Othello that she conceived and directed
at the Market Theatre in Johannesburgin the
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mid-1970s. Interracialmarriagewas in directviolation of South Africa's so-called Immorality
Act, at the core of the country's vicious racial
laws. The representationof such a marriageor
even a simple kiss between a black man and a
white woman onstage, though not illegal, was a
risky political provocation.But the regime, with
an eye to its internationalimage and to the special status of Shakespeare among its Englishspeaking population,was reluctantto block the
performance, even though the rehearsals were
taking place in the midst of bloody riots in
Soweto. Suzman cast as Othello John Kani, a
young black actorwho had been born in Soweto
and lived there still. Each day, to reach the theaterfor rehearsals,he had to cross a nightmarish
landscapeof oppressionandbloodshed and submit to humiliating questions and searches. By
the time he arrivedat the theater,Kani was understandablyseething with anger.His anger, in
the director's view, not only damaged the rehearsals in general;it inhibitedin particularthe
actor's ability to pronounce the big, open Os
that are soundedso hauntinglythroughthe play.
For hourafterhourSuzmanstruggledwith Kani,
she recalled, over pronunciation,for it seemed
scarcely possible to perform the part successfully without that vowel in all its expressive
power: "Othello'soccupation'sgone" (3.3.362).
Or again, "But yet the pity of it, Iago. O, Iago,
the pity of it, Iago!" (4.1.186-87). Or again,
when Othello finally begins to grasp that he has
been duped and that the beautiful wife he murdered was innocent, the painfully simple line
"0, 0, O!" (5.2.204). Merely telling John Kani
again and again to pronounce the vowel more
openly had no effect; indeed, it seemed to make
him angrier. At last Janet Suzman understood
and was able to convey what had to be done.
For the angry urbanblack actor to break away
from his clenched-jaw, Afrikaans-inflectedarticulationand reach the expansive,expressive O
of Othello's desire and grief, Suzman told the
Shakespeare association, he had to awaken in
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himself his racial memories of nights in the
kraalunderthe starryAfrican sky.
Several hours after this talk, I happened to
run into Suzman in the book exhibition hall. I
introducedmyself and told her how much I had
been moved by her talk and by her brave antiapartheiduse of Shakespeare's tragedy. But at
the same time, I said, I had been deeply disturbed by her invocation of racial memories.
Whatcould such a phrasemean, fraughtwith the
ugliest historical associations for the past and
the present? Did she think, I asked with some
annoyance, that I could access racial memories
somewhere inside me of the smoky Lithuanian
nights in the shtetl near Vilna, the place my
grandparents had the wit or good fortune to
leave in the 1890s? If you were an actor, she
repliedcagily, you could; you would have to.
Suzman's answer was cagey because it left
open the possibility-the only one I could find
remotely acceptable-that her notion of racial
memory was simply and entirely a theatrical
performance, a fictive construction, a strategically deployed piece of poetry. It was cagey
too-indeed, it was prophetic-in implying that
a nonactor like me might lack the histrionic
power to deploy racial memory.As it happens,I
went to Vilna-Vilnius, as it is now calledsome months after my conversation with Suzman, and, I can testify, I miserably failed to
conjureup even the stage-playillusion of anamnesis. To be sure, I found the Lithuaniancapital
striking,but its wonderfulmedievaland baroque
churches had no imaginative resonance for me,
having never figured in the old-world accounts
of my grandparentsor any of their friends. Did
they even see these churches,I wonder?That is,
did they register them as anythingbut undifferentiated symbols of oppression? As for Jewish
Vilna-for Vilna, long one of the great centers
of Talmudic learning and Yiddish culture, was
almost forty percent Jewish in the early part of
the twentiethcentury-it is virtuallygone, buildings, libraries,culture,languagedestroyedalong
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with the people who were murderedby the Fascists and then erased, even as a memory,by the
Soviets. There were 129 synagogues in Vilna in
1939; thereis one now. I went to this synagogue
on a Fridaynight and found that, since I cannot
speak Yiddish or Lithuanian,I could communicate with the handfulof old people who madeup
the congregation only in German,the language
spokenby the murderers.
I tried to awakenat least a resonanthistorical memory, linked to the old stories about the
celebratedrabbinicalgenius of Vilna, the Vilna
Gaon, but I could not find so much as a traceno commemorative
memorial,no simplemarkerof the great seventeenth-centurysynagogue that
once stood near the city center.The synagogue,
one of the most importantmonumentsof Jewish
ecclesiastical architecture in Europe, was severely damagedby the Germansduringthe war
but only dismantledandrazedin the 1950s. In its
place, thereare an elementaryschool and nearby
one of the dozens of new monumentsin Vilnius
celebratingLithuaniannationalidentity.
This celebration is now the principal culturalprojectin Lithuania,as it is in many of the
former Soviet states: statues of Lithuaniangenerals, poets, statesmen,folk heroes, and intellectuals are springing up everywhere, material
emblems of what Linda Hutcheon,in an important essay entitled "InterventionistLiteraryHistories: Nostalgic, Pragmatic,or Utopian?"calls
the "teleological narrativeof continual and organic evolution"with which literaryand cultural
histories "createa sense of continuity between
past and present,usually with an eye to promoting ideological consensus"(404, 403).2
Hutcheon, who is a past president of the
Modern Language Association and one of the
principalfigures in a majorinternationalinitiative to rethink comparative literary history, is
writing not about statues, of course, but about
recent attempts from a wide range of positions
within current identity politics-"class, race,
ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and a host of other
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categories with which people self-identify"-to
forge a usable past. These attempts, Hutcheon
acknowledges, are closely related to the great
national literary histories created in the nineteenth century and to the romantic nationalism
that these histories served. "Interestingly,"she
observes, "the newer literary histories often
adopt precisely the same developmental,teleological narrativemodel used earlierby nations"
(403). Hence the link to the statues that so
struckme in Vilnius, such as the recent memorial to Zemaite, an impoverished noblewoman
who in the late nineteenth century turnedaway
from the dominantPolish culture,learnedLithuanian by playing with her peasant neighbors'
children, and wrote in the spirit of the nascent
Lithuaniannationalism.
In the Baltic republic, as in those literary
histories Hutcheoncautiously praises, the move
cannot be understood as nostalgic, for there is
no authentic home, no nostos, to conjure up.
Vilna'sactualpast was Polish, Jewish,andWhite
Russian, as much as or even more than it was
Lithuanian. The monuments-and the literary
histories that are being written in the spirit of
those monuments-are strategic;they are about
occupying a place, laying claim to authorityover
it, and tracingor inventing the roots that confer
legitimacy on this claim. And they are therefore,
as Hutcheonnotes in passing,as much aboutforgetting as remembering.
This is the model that Hutcheon asks us to
endorse, if not ringingly then at least with two
cheers. I have invoked The CambridgeHistory
of LatinAmericanLiteratureand Suzman'sOthello because I want to acknowledgethe possible
tactical efficacy of such artificialmemories and
fabricated histories. Still more, I want to acknowledge thatthe strategyis by no means necessarilyreactionary,thatit may serveprogressive
ends. The acknowledgmentis not without cost,
for me at least, because when I hear words like
racial memory or volk, my blood runs cold.
These words, and the whole process Hutcheon
describes,seem alarminglykin to the new ethnic

histories being adopted, according to a report
in the New YorkTimes, by schools in Bosnia
(Hedges).Whereasstudentsin Sarajevowere formerly taughtout of a single textbook, no doubt
full of Titoist lies, they are now asked to declare
whetherthey are Serb,Muslim, or Croatand are
then dividedinto separateethnic classes, each of
which is taught a radically distinct version of
history out of a differenttextbook. There are no
provisions, accordingto the Timesdispatch,for
childrenfrom mixed marriagesand no attempts
to represent the culture of the region in more
complex, integratedterms.
I respond to such stories with distaste and
something like horror,but I can remind myself
through Suzman's Othello that in certain circumstances the construction, along traditional,
nationalist, or ethnic lines, of a particularculturalnarrative,the story of a group's struggleto
take control of its destiny, to find its voice, to
honor its forbears, to transmitits heritage, and
even to access its racial memories, may be an
aestheticachievementand seem to some an ethical act. Yet this reminder does not ultimately
induce me to share Hutcheon's endorsement,
cautious though it is, of the appropriationof
these old models. This appropriation,however
useful strategically,seems to me a serious mistake for the following threelinked reasons.
1. The Risk of CynicalOpportunism
The critiques leveled for at least a generation
now, by deconstruction, new historicism, and
feminism, among others, at the old national literary histories were not merely tactical. These
critiques mounted a serious, sustained intellectual challenge to a set of connectedassumptions
thathave not been successfully defendedand rehabilitated even by those, like David Perkins,
who eloquently lament their passing. None of
the terms that Hutcheoninvokes to describe the
traditionalmodel of historical narrative-teleological, evolutionary,continuous, or organicis sustainable.
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Those whom Hutcheoncalls "interventionist literaryhistorians"grasp, she says, the force
of the critiquesof this traditionalmodel, yet "in
full awareness of its ideological limits (and indeed its serious dangers),they may still want to
tell that once powerful story of progress for the
record" (406). How is it possible to keep this
defense from becoming an apology for the most
corrosive and ultimately self-defeating cynicism? It is one thing to celebratepowerful literary achievements and to understandhow new
work can build on the work of the past; it is
quite anotherthing to endorse a theoryof evolutionaryprogressor steady,organicdevelopment
thatone knows is bankrupt.
Literaryhistory,like any other form of history, has to commit itself to a vision of truth,
howeverprovisional,nuanced,and epistemologically modest. If the assumptionsof an originary
or primordial culture or of a stable linguistic
identityprogressivelyunfoldingthroughtime or
of an ethnic, racial, or sexual essence are misguided, then they must not be embraced, even
with a sly wink and a whispered assurancethat
the embraceis only ironic and performative.
2. The Risk of EnforcedPerformativity
Janet Suzman's invocation of fictive racial
memories may work for the stage, but theatrical
roles performedoutside the theaterhave a dangerous tendency to harden into compulsions.
The problem is less for the "interventionists"
themselves, who have for strategic purposes
self-consciously elected to appropriateintellectually suspect teleological and developmental
narratives,thanit is for those who come in their
wake. For the latter the role may be one that
they are subtly and not so subtly required to
play. I am thinking of the increasing and, to my
way of thinking, disturbing tendency in literature departments to expect that graduate students with Hispanic surnames will work on
Hispanic subjects, that gay and lesbian students
will naturally be directly engaged with queer
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theory, that Asian Americans will inevitably
write dissertations on Asian American literature. I was astonished recently when a young,
well-meaning German cultural historian, not
Jewish but (as we might say) "Jewish-identified," asked me in an interview why I had chosen to work on a periodof English literature,the
sixteenth century,that was, as she put it, Judenrein. Even apartfrom the horrible associations
of that ghastly term, the notion that I had made
such a choice or that something needed to be
explainedseemed to me deeply misguided.
In the 1960s no one expected me to work
on Jewish themes in English literatureand still
less to concentrateon English literaturewritten
by Jews. No doubt my experience reflected a
weakeningof ethnicandreligiousidentitythrough
assimilation, and I do not forget that the position of Jews in the generation of my teachers
was still extremely tenuous. But once the pattern of discrimination had been broken, there
were distinct advantages,I think, to the absence
of sharplyreified collective identities.Indeed, if
there is, as Hutcheonclaims, a utopian strainin
currentliteraryhistory,it lies, I think, not in the
resurgence of volkisch ideology but in the residual faith in great, ballooning categories such
as English or Italian. These categories encode
a dream of containing differences-multiple
voices across vast expanses of time and spacewithin a single capaciousembraceor even, as in
the identicalcities envisaged by ThomasMore's
Utopia, of dissolving these differences altogether.There is something liberatingabout this
utopian dream of unification, an escape from
jealously guardedethnic particularitiesand provincial rivalries into a realm where anyone can
in principle fulfill any role, but there is also a
high cost-a drastic marginalization or even
erasure of those things that do not serve the
greater glory of the putative whole-which is
why the massive nationalliteraryhistories have
fallen into disrepute. More's Utopia, let us remind ourselves, is built on a half-hidden bedrock of shaming,coercion, and enslavement.
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3. The Risk of Repetition
Formerlydisenfranchisedgroups,Hutcheonobserves, may feel that they can have their claims
validatedas politicalclaims only by invokingthe
model of these national histories, and to reach
their goal of full institutional recognition, they
may need to pass throughthe stage of ideological consolidation that the established and hegemonic groupsalreadyconcluded.For the groups
comfortablysettled in positions of power, it is a
pleasantluxuryto kick away the ladderby which
they ascended, but this is a luxury that others
less well establishedcannotafford.
But this argumentseems to assume, like the
old Marxist anthropology,that there is only one
immutable narrativeof emergence, a fixed series of stages throughwhich every grouphas inevitably to pass. Never mind if what Rob Nixon
terms "the idiom of antiquity,tradition,cultural
authenticity,linguistic uniqueness"and so on is
largely mythic; if at some point it served English and Frenchnationalistidentity politics, so
now it will serve, say, Canadians(85).
But why must the potent ideological distortions generated in late-nineteenth-century
Oxford or Paris be repeated now in Torontoor
Montreal?Why should we accept the hypothesis of a single, endlessly reiteratedfable of identity? And why should we expect, even from a
strictly tactical point of view, that the strategy
that worked for dominant class fractions in the
early partof the twentiethcenturywill continue
to work in a new century for hithertomarginalized groups,except as a mode of absorptionand
containment?Such groupsmay believe thatthey
are appropriatingtraditional forms, but it may
well be the forms that are appropriatingthem.
There must be something reassuring to the existing structure of things if emergent groups
wish to recapitulatethe hoariestmyths of origin,
but why should we endorse such reassurance?
Why should we welcome the renewed imposition, now perhapslightly seasoned with irony or
cynicism, of an ideology thatwe havejust begun
to dismantle?

Literarycritics seem to imagine that there
is somethinginherentlyprogressivein the group
identities they study and celebrate, something
that makes these cultural formations ethically
superiorto those of the nation-state.The narratives that characterizednational literary histories were subjected to withering critiques by
feminism, deconstruction,and new historicism.
These critiques are suspended, however, when
the narrativesare put in the service of an identity politics presumed to be worthy of admiration and support.But no coherentargumentsare
made to justify this presumption or to account
for the suspensionof skepticalanalysis or to explain why claims of racial memory or ethnic
solidarity that are anything but progressive in
the real-worldpolitics of, say, Serbia, Rwanda,
or Sri Lanka, not to mention Israel, the Sudan,
Ireland, or South Africa, should somehow be
transformedwhen they are set in verse or canonized in literary history. An uncritical academic celebration of local knowledge runs the
risk of repetition compulsion and political
naivete or, alternatively,of cynical opportunism
and enforcedparochialism.
IV
Where should literaryhistory go from here, and
what are the parametersof culturalperformativity? With few exceptions, in matters of culture
the local has alwaysbeen irradiated,as it were,by
the global. The point is not only thatBill Clinton
may, for all I know, actually have encountered
The Sound and the Fury at Oxford University
butalso thatFaulkner,thoughhe sometimesliked
to representhimself as a countrybumpkinwith
the narrowestof horizons,enlisted duringWorld
WarI in the BritishRoyal Air Forceand,farmore
important,read widely, if unsystematically, in
world literature.The Shakespeareanallusion in
the title of the novel in questionis a tiny traceof
that reading, and if the familiarity of "AngloAmerican"literaryculturetemptsus to treatthe
link between twentieth-centuryMississippi and
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early-seventeenth-century England as a local
matter, a moment's reflection should suffice to
unsettlethis domesticillusion.
Written letters are virtually inevitably the
agents of globalization. Shakespearemay never
have left England,yet his work is alreadyglobal
in its representationalrange. "Surethese are but
imaginary wiles," says Antipholus of Syracuse
in The Comedyof Errors,baffledby his encounters in Ephesus, "[a]nd Lapland sorcerers inhabit here" (4.3.10-11). A Plautine character
from a Sicilian city, finding himself in the market squareof a city in Asia Minor,invokes Arctic shamanism-and all this had to make sense
to a mixed audience in a commercial theaterin
London. Literarycritics, busily making claims
for culturalauthenticity,have been far too prone
to ignore the overwhelmingevidence of cultural
metissage, a global circulation, mutual influence, and cross-breedingderivingfrom the very
substanceof the objects we study.
In the South Indian city of Cochin, a few
years ago, I met a Malayali poet, Balachandran
Chullikkad, who seemed to me the epitome of
the communal centrality of which poets sometimes dream: rickshaw wallahs and boatmen
recognized him and wanted to shake his hand,
seminary priests shyly edged toward him and
had their friends take photographs, vendors in
the spice marketscalled out to him and offered
to buy him drinks. "Who is the greatest influence on you?" I asked him. "WaltWhitman,"he
answered instantly, explaining that he felt a
deep, almost mystical affinity between his own
voice and that of the American. "Whitman,"he
told me, "is a Malayali poet." Seamus Heaney,
who spent the last several years translatingBeowulf, has said that he feels a link between the
most intimate resources of his own poetic craft
and the rhythms, language, and inner vision of
the Old English epic. A great Irish poet who
writes in English undertakesto translatea Germanic poem abouta Scandinavianhero thathas,
for philological reasons, been canonized as one
of the originary,master texts of English litera-
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ture: his brilliant translation,which appears in
the seventh edition of The Norton Anthology of
English Literature, takes its place in a body of
literaturethat long ago ceased to be confined to
England,or the islands of GreatBritain,or even
the former overseas possessions of the defunct
empire.In his introductionto the Beowulf translation, Heaney echoes Osip Mandelstam in
speaking with a certain wry wistfulness about
"nostalgiafor world culture"(xxvi). Thatculture
is in fact our home, our nostos, from which we
have long wandered,and it is time to returnto it.
The globalization of literary studies is not
principally a phenomenon of the Internet or
Apex fares or the spreadof Englishon the wings
of international capitalism. These are, to be
sure, significantfactors in enabling us to return
to world culture, for the digitization of literary
resources, the ease with which we can access
newspapers and reviews from every continent,
the rise of international discussion groups in
multiple languages all pull us away from national and ethnic exclusivity. It is easy enough
to confuse globalization with American triumphalism and an insurgent English-language
parochialism.But world culturedoes not depend
on recentevents or on the currentstrengthof the
English language. A vital global cultural discourse is ancient; only the increasingly settled
and bureaucratizednatureof academic institutions in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, conjoined with a nasty intensificationof
ethnocentrism, racism, and nationalism, produced the temporary illusion of sedentary, in
digenous literarycultures making sporadic and
half-hearted ventures toward the margins. The
reality, for most of the past as once again for
the present, is more about nomads than natives.
As Walter Burkert has observed in his superb
study of Near Eastern influence on Greek culture in the Early Archaic Age, the adoption of
Phoenician script by the Greeks and its skillful
adaptationto Greekphonetics, sometimearound
the eighth century BCE, encouraged an unprecedentedintellectual, religious, and literary
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mobility (26-40). This culturalmobility, facilitatedby traders,craftsmen,and troopsof mercenaries, was obviously uneven and at certain
times andplaces was sharplyrestricted.But once
launched, it proved unstoppable and has determined the shape of scholarshipas well as poetry.
Mobility studies, as we might term the enterpriseof trackingthe restless and often unpredictablemovements,is still in its early stages. In
his marvelousbook In an AntiqueLand, Amitav
Ghosh gives us a glimpse of what mobility studies might mean for literary scholarship, as he
tracks his own movements in the attempt to
track the movements of his subject, the medieval Jewish merchant-scholar-poetAbrahamBen
Yiju, from Tunisiato Egypt to India.But Ghosh
is writingas a social anthropologist;characteristically, at present many of the most exciting
models for what our own enterprise could be
come fromoutsideourprofession.We have more
a sense of gloriousfragmentsthana set of coherent histories:Latingrammararosewhen a Greek
diplomat, Crates of Mallos, broke his leg in a
sewer hole in Rome and whiled away the time
of his recuperation by giving lectures on language; Judah Abravanel fled from Spain into
Italy in the wake of the expulsion of the Jews in
1492, encounteredFlorentineneo-Platonism,itself a recent Greek import, and was inspired to
write his great dialogues on love; Montaigne
conversed, throughan annoyingly stupid interpreter,with one of three Brazilian Indians who
had been broughtto Rouen;GiordanoBrunolectured at Oxford, where he almost certainly encountered and influenced Philip Sidney, before
returning to Italy and meeting his end at the
pyre in the Campodei Fiori.
Such fragments may lead us to conclude
that mobility studies is essentially about what
medieval theologians called contingentia, the
sense that the world as we know it is not necessary: the point is not only that the world will
pass away but also that it could all have been
otherwise. This ancient sense of contingency
and the still more ancient sense of mobility lead
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us to two provisionalconclusions, very much of
our own time and place.
1. The Negotiation of Multiple Identities
We must develop a literaryhistory that does not
inevitablybetraythe aleatory,accidental,contingent, random dimensions of literary creativity.
The task is difficult,but it is not impossible.One
model that gets at some of the spirit of slipperiness and ruptureand calls into question any organic account of the nation and even of smaller
units within the nation is A New History of
FrenchLiterature,edited by Denis Hollier, with
its fragmentary succession of dates linked to
events that are for the most part detached from
one another.Many of the brief essays in the volume were writtenby those, like me, who are decidedly not natives and who speak French less
in the accents of Paristhan,as Chaucerwrote of
his Prioress, "after the schole of Stratfordatte
Bowe." The focus of this radically new literary
history,Hollier writes, "has shifted from the assertionof bordersthroughliteratureand the presentation of a literature within borders, to a
questioning that results in the proliferation of
these borders."A proliferation of borders may
initially seem odd and undesirable-should not
a postmodernprojectwork towardtheirelimination?-but it is in fact a powerful way of focusing critical attention on the complex, constant
renegotiationof the boundarybetween the literary and whateverlies outside it. Literaryhistory,
as Hollier envisages it, "bothconstitutesand undoes literature"(xxv).
The model of A New History of FrenchLiterature is exciting, but I think that the extraterritorialityand deliberatefragmentarinessthat
enable it to breakwith the traditionalenterprise
of literaryhistory also limit its capacity to capture long-termstrategiesof transformation,evasion, negotiation,and exchange. Such strategies
are precisely what the groups marginalized by
the hegemonic cultures of the ruling elites had
most brilliantlymastered,for the ability to be at
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once inside and outside was the condition of
their culturalexistence. And this leads me to an
alternative vision of literary history, one more
hinted at than achieved. In an essay responding
to charges by nationalist literaryhistoriansthat
his writing was insufficiently "gauchesque,"
Jorge Luis Borges observes wryly that the cult
of "differential Argentine traits and Argentine
local color"is "a recentEuropeancult which the
nationalistsought to reject as foreign"("Argentine Writer"178). Instead, he likens Argentine
writers like himself to the Jews, who achieved,
accordingto a theory of ThorsteinVeblen'sthat
Borges endorses, a preeminentplace in Western
culture because "they act within that culture
and, at the same time, do not feel tied to it by
any special devotion."3Borges goes on to cite
the preeminencein English cultureof Irish writers-he mentions Shaw, Berkeley, and Swiftwhose innovative power obviously cannot be
traced to any Celtic blood (for these writers
were all of English ancestry)but may be linked
to a similar historical position of engagement
and detachment.
I am made uneasy by such accounts, for
they carry with them just a trace of the nativist
nostalgia they profess to abjure. But Borges
makes clear that what he is invoking has nothing to do with racial memory.It has to do rather
with a feeling of difference-"el hecho de sentirse [.. .] distintos"-that gives these groups a
creative, liberatedaccess not to a particular,organic, autochthonous culture but to a vaster
field: "nuestropatrimonio es el universo" ("El
escritor"222-23). Such access is not a mere return to the fantasy of featureless universality,
not an erasureof difference, but a consequence
of difference and the agent of a vital, ongoing
creation of a particularliterary identity. "Anything we Argentinewriterscan do successfully,"
Borges concludes, "will become partof our Argentine tradition,in the same way that the treatment of Italian themes belongs to the tradition
of England through the efforts of Chaucer and
Shakespeare"("ArgentineWriter"178-79).

From this perspective,the acceptance,even
if it feels clever and tactically enabling, of the
traditional model of literary history, with its
concern to purify the dialect of the tribe, robs
the hithertomarginalizedgroups of theirrevolutionarypotential:a potential that lies in the impurity of languages and ethnicities, in tangled
lines of access and blockage, in the flesh-andblood intensity of loss, assimilation, and invention, and in the daring intersection of multiple
identities. The new literary histories that these
groups are poised to write should do more than
put them on the map; they should transformthe
act of mapmaking.
2. The Need for Rupture
The history of the late twentieth century, with
the precipitouscollapse of regimes thathad officially embraced a powerful metanarrative of
historicalinevitability,should be a sufficientreminder that radical transformation,drastic renegotiation, and sudden ruptureare at least as
essential to cultural history as continuity and
progress. Solar myths and Danish chronicles,
French novellas and Elizabethanrevenge plays
recounted each a similar tale of adultery and
murder,but who before 1601 could have predicted Shakespeare'sHamlet, and what literary
history groundedin a belief in continualand organic development could do anything but conceal or betraythe play's astonishingoriginality?
The scholarlyHoratio,staringat the corpses littering the stage, attemptsto explain "how these
things came about."Horatio'saccounthas often
been faulted,andjustly so, for its failureto comprehendHamlet's inwardness,but it sketches a
model of literary history that could at least begin to comprehendthe weird eruptionof such a
tragedyonto the Elizabethanstage:
So shallyou hear
Of carnal,bloody,andunnatural
acts,
Of accidentaljudgements,casualslaughters,
Of deathsputon by cunningandforcedcause;
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And, in this upshot, purposes mistook
Fall'n on the inventors' heads.
(5.2.324-29)
To write literary history, we need more a
sharp awareness of accidental judgments than a
theory of the organic; more an account of purposes mistook than a narrative of gradual emergence; more a chronicle of carnal, bloody, and
unnatural acts than a story of inevitable progress
from traceable origins. We need to understand
colonization, exile, emigration, wandering, contamination, and unexpected consequences, along
with the fierce compulsions of greed, longing,
and restlessness, for it is these disruptive forces,
not a rooted sense of cultural legitimacy, that
principally shape the history and diffusion of
languages. Language is the slipperiest of human
creations; like its speakers, it does not respect
borders, and, like the imagination, it cannot ultimately be predicted or controlled.

NOTES
1See,
similarly,ChicanoLiterature:A ReferenceGuide,
edited by JuliaMartinezand FranciscoLomeli. Some critics
treat Chicano literatureas a relatively recent phenomenon,
"coevalwith the Chicanomovement,the civil rightsstruggle
that began in the mid-1960s,"but the editors define it rather
as "the literary output of Mexican Americans since 1848,
with backgroundsand traditionsas far back as the sixteenth
century."The 1900s, in this account, are not a revolutionary
departurebut "the spiritual rebirthor renewal of a literary
tradition"(xi). For a different, and in my view subtler, account of the issues here, see Perez-Torres.
2
My currentessay originatedin a response to an earlier
version of Hutcheon's paper,delivered at the Modern Language Association Annual Conventionin 1997. I am grateful to Hutcheon for giving me this stimulating opportunity
and for subsequentgraciousand lively exchanges.
3 Borges is paraphrasingthe argumentin "TheIntellectual Pre-eminenceof Jews in ModernEurope"(1919). Veblen asks in this essay why Jews have made a disproportionate
contributionto the intellectual life of modern Europe. The
answer, he argues, cannot be strictly racial, for "the Jewish
people are a nation of hybrids"(222). Moreover,when they
have remained within their community, Jews have made,
Veblenargues,no very significantcontributionsto science or
scholarship.It is only when a Jew "falls into the alien lines
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of gentile inquiry and becomes a naturalised, though hyphenate, citizen in the gentile republic of learning, that he
comes into his own as a creative leader in the world's intellectual enterprise.It is by a loss of allegiance, or at the best
by force of a divided allegiance to the people of his origin,
that he finds himself in the vanguardof modern inquiry."
The Jew's situation, in Veblen's account, is deeply uncomfortable. He is alienated from his tradition, but "the most
amiablesharein the gentile community'slife thatis likely to
fall to his lot is thatof being interned."Still, this position endows him with a "skepticalframe of mind"-the prerequisite for scientific advancement-and a "requisiteimmunity
from the inhibitionsof intellectualquietism"(226-27).
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